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T
he fi rst 3D user interfaces (3DUIs) date back to the 1960s. Since then, research has been ongoing on novel input devices and novel ways to visualize and manipulate information. 1, 2 VR applications 3, 4 include 3DUIs in a variety of domains, from games to healthcare solutions and from the oil and gas industry to car design. Also, there's a rich set of devices for manipulating 3D information and endless approaches for mapping input events to actions in an application. The community of the IEEE Symposium on 3DUIs, colocated with the IEEE Virtual Reality Conference, gathers annually to discuss novel advances and results in this fi eld. This year, the symposium created another method to showcase those advances: the 3DUI Grand Prize.
The competition aims to both show how much has been done in this fi eld and encourage contestants to be innovative and passionate about 3DUIs' possibilities. We want to recognize achievements and common knowledge as well as underline innovations and novel approaches. Unlike formal papers, in which authors describe a few variations for a task, a contest can feature a wider variety of approaches, empirically showing what works and what doesn't.
Here, we describe this year's contest results and refl ect on its future. For more information about the contest, see http://conferences.computer. org/3dui/3dui2010/cfp/contest.html.
Contest and Procedures
For the contest's fi rst installment, we decided to favor simple, realistic entries over more abstract ones that might require more complex evaluations. As one organizer put it, "we wanted to mimic real problems that people [in industry] using 3D are facing." We didn't know how many contestants would accept the challenge, so we had to simplify the evaluators' work in case of an overwhelming number of submissions.
After some discussion, we decided the task should be to fi nd some objects in a supermarket and move them to a table. We placed copies of the target objects on top of the purple table in Figure  1 , and hid objects below other objects in the aisles marked with a red dot. Users should be able to travel inside the shop, fi nd (select then manipulate) the object similar to the one on the table, and place it beside its copy in roughly the same orientation (travel then manipulate). This approach was similar to one that a company was developing. Because we couldn't use a commercial model, we developed a supermarket model that we exported to the Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML), one of the most common open formats. We hoped that such a model could be easily readable by any tool contestants might use.
We created two contest categories: a video competition and a live competition during the conference. The video competition let teams freely use, integrate, and innovate devices and hardware setups-anything that was available at their own facilities but might be too difficult to transport to the conference. With the live competition, conference attendees could enjoy some innovative solutions, and the contestants could try their solutions on knowledgeable users.
For the video evaluation, we employed a jury of experienced scientists to subjectively evaluate each demo. Each juror gave scores between 1 and 7, with 7 being the best, for travel, selection, and manipulation techniques; innovation; generalizability; solution; ease of use; and enjoyability. Jurors could add personal comments and a final score, either subjective or computed from the previous factors. To facilitate the jury's work, we put all the videos on a YouTube channel (see www.youtube. com/user/3DUI2010#g/c/21451B298805BC09). We also exploited YouTube's rating scheme and let early registrants vote for their favorite video. All jurors and organizers met via Skype to judge the competition. We prepared a meeting summary, describing YouTube's ratings and jurors' comments and their final scores. The scores showed clear winners, which made detailed rankings of all dimensions unnecessary.
We also encouraged contestants to submit the average time to complete the task and the average frame rate from a set of 10 demo runs. Six teams provided such information, with values between 74 and 427 seconds for task completion and between 29 and 112 frames per second. We didn't measure some confounding factors related to this data that could have affected usability results, such as the type of graphics card and operating system or the user's level of expertise.
Four of the 12 teams in the video category participated in the live competition. This competition was open to the public for roughly four hours and required as much time to set up, especially for teams with VR equipment. We asked the jurors (the same ones who evaluated the video competition) to run the task in each demo, record the completion time, and give the solution an overall score. We asked the public which demo they preferred as they left the room, although there was no control over how many demos each person tried or the order in which they had tried them. At the competition's end, jurors met for roughly 30 minutes and made a decision based on their own scores and the public's rankings.
The Video Submissions
Teams were creative in their video submissions, as the variety of devices (see Table 1 ) and interaction techniques (see Table 2 ) shows. In the tables, the numbers correspond to these teams: (Teams 1, 3, 4, and 5 also participated in the live competition.) As Table 1 shows, the Wii Remote and several types of 6-degree-of-freedom (DOF) trackers were the most popular devices. Although the winning solutions used mostly commercial off-the-shelf devices, the most appealing and interesting demos involved custom-built ones. However, those solutions had performance or interaction issues, which shows that they might require more time to find an optimal balance. Two groups used two devices, four groups used three devices, four groups used four devices, and two groups used five devices. Roughly half the contestants used 3D display technologies, with a variety of devices and image quality. The other half used 2D screens, even though most labs now have access to 3D displays.
The first 3D user interfaces date back to the 1960s.
Teams used an even wider set of interaction techniques (see Table 2 ). Pointing-based steering was the most common travel technique; ray casting was the most common selection technique. Some PC-based solutions combined travel techniques to accelerate a task. Although not evident in this table, some immersive solutions also tried to accelerate movement through different movement rates. Similar interaction techniques used considerably different visual feedback, which also isn't evident in the table. Of particular interest were the adapted 2D menus, which contestants employed mainly to let users select multiple objects from a group-for example, in virtual shopping carts. These adaptations' visual appearance differed considerably. Team 6 deserves special mention because they implemented the most complete set of interaction techniques and compared several solutions. Although their results were impressive, jurors had difficultly comparing their submission with others. 
Overall Description
Our solution is based primarily on two observations regarding shopping for groceries in daily life:
■ People typically use a shopping cart. ■ Many couples shop together, with one person handling the shopping cart and the other gathering the items from the shelves. Figure 2 shows our solution's setup. For travel, we used a modified HapticMaster, which can generate stronger force feedback and can employ a larger workspace than typical haptic devices. To provide input for selection and manipulation, we used a toy gun with a built-in flockof-birds tracker and two custom USB-interfaced buttons (for the dominant hand), combined with another flock-of-birds tracker attached to a glove (for the nondominant hand). One person used the HapticMaster, while the other used the gun and glove. For visual feedback, we used a polarized projection screen (2.4 × 1.8 m) 
Our Development Process
Owing to problems with the virtual model (which we describe later), we built a virtual-environment framework based on several open source solutions. We combined the popular OGRE (Open Source 3D Graphics Engine; www.ogre3d.org) renderer with VRPN (Virtual Reality Peripheral Network) 1 for tracker support and with H3D's HAPI (Haptics API; www.h3dapi.org) for the HapticMaster. We transformed the VRML model we received into the DotScene format that OGRE users commonly use. To make sure our application achieved interactive frame rates, we implemented occlusion culling in OGRE by placing occlusion planes between the backs of adjacent supermarket shelves.
Travel. To design our solution, we held weekly meetings, starting with the basics (that is, our viewpoint on shopping). We wanted to simulate a shopping cart's motions, so we initially considered using an actual shopping cart combined with tangible objects, similar to what our competitors, GVU (Graphics, Visualization & Usability) Twin Space, did. However, we felt such a solution would be too complex, so we used the HapticMaster. One advantage of the HapticMaster over some other haptic devices is that users can stand when using it, which is important when you're mimicking a shopping cart.
Another advantage is that we could change out the HapticMaster's end effector for a handle mimicking a shopping cart handle (see Figure 3 ). To create the feeling of pushing a shopping cart, the device generates realistic force feedback. When users push the handle in any direction (primarily forward or backward), the device gently pushes back using a virtual spring force. This force gives the perception of pushing the cart in the direction users want to navigate. The shopping cart handle pushes the users back toward the home zone, in which no movement will occur-that is, to make sure that users can stand still we need a home zone or neutral position in which the user stands still. To steer, users rotate the handle and push it in the direction they want to move. To look up or down in the virtual environment, users pull up or push down on the handle.
Selection and manipulation.
We also concentrated on an efficient selection technique. The items users had to find and pick from the supermarket shelves were typically occluded and were closely surrounded by many other items. Therefore, from the beginning, we focused on a two-step selection in which users first identify items of interest and then select a specific item. This meant we needed two buttons onto which we could easily and intuitively map the actions. So, we embedded a 6-DOF magnetic tracker inside the toy gun and provided a trigger button and a second button, accessible by the thumb, for less frequent actions. We calibrated the tracker so that users could point the gun anywhere at the screen, and a small blue transparent circle would appear in front of the selected object.
To help users find the appropriate item, we first experimented with the BalloonProbe, 2 which scatters dense objects around the boundaries of a selection volume-in our case, a sphere. The BalloonProbe's continuous movement proved too distracting (items popped in and out of the sphere too much). So, we kept the BalloonProbe's sphere but applied transparency, as some of our team members had successfully done in earlier projects. 3 We also used highlighting (see Figure 4a) . Furthermore, we wanted to enable users to resize the sphere so that they could control the number of objects being hit at one time. To accomplish this, we used the distance between both hands to resize the sphere. If the nondominant hand is within a certain distance from the dominant hand, and the user doesn't use the nondominant hand, the device prevents the sphere from becoming too big.
As the hands get closer to each other, the sphere shrinks, becoming almost a point in space when the hands meet. When users are satisfied with the current highlighted items, they press the trigger, which temporarily removes those items from the supermarket and places them into a square menu (see Figure  4b) . Users can select a specific item in the menu by pointing at it and again pulling the trigger. (If the menu contains incorrect items, users can cancel it by pressing the second button with the thumb.) The selected item is attached to the virtual cursor, and the other items go back to the supermarket. We chose a square menu because it efficiently holds the items; research has shown that such a menu structure works well. 4 To ensure optimal item visibility, the optimal-fit algorithm resizes and rotates items to fit the menu.
Finally, users can either put the selected item back where it was in the supermarket using the second button or place (translate) it somewhere else in the virtual world by pointing at that location and pulling the trigger. To make sure that the object translates intuitively, we ensured that the algorithm places the translated object on top of the object the user is pointing at. This way, the object won't float in the air, and placing the object on another item, such as the table, will be easy. So, for manipulation, translation occurs separately from rotation. Placing items in the virtual world activates the rotation. The object closest to where the selected object is placed (unless no object is within 1 meter) is copied as a transparent ghost to the placed object's position. Users can then efficiently use this transparent copy to determine the final required rotation. Because the input device is absolute-that is, it has a central point in the real 3D world representing the starting, or zero, point in the world-we gave users the ability to clutch the rotation by using the second thumb button. To finalize the manipulation, they pull the trigger.
Lessons Learned
Taking part in such a contest with our lab's entire virtual-environment team (plus one computer graphics researcher) was a new experience for everyone. Also, clearly defining a problem that we could solve by any means available really let us brainstorm about a specific problem. Our weekly meetings to discuss the new interaction mechanisms we had implemented the previous week really helped us evaluate our solution and drove us toward necessary solutions. Furthermore, we could compare our solution with those of the other teams. Finally, we could create a complete solution Clearly defining a problem that we could solve by any means available really let us brainstorm about a specific problem.
for a specific problem, something that typically doesn't happen in a research project. Usually, projects handle only one interaction technique such as selection, manipulation, or travel; integration with other techniques is less important. Integrating the different techniques is important to create an intuitive, natural flow during interaction, and provided extra challenges.
Besides designing and implementing the solution, we had to create a video submission. We wanted to provide the viewer with a fun, yet informative, overview of our solution. Because we used a toy gun for selection and manipulation, we created a James Bond-style scenario for our video. To ensure that we provided enough information about our solution, our video ended with a mission debriefing between both actors to explain our interaction techniques.
Unfortunately, our solution has drawbacks. For example, the two-step selection technique needs more research. Usually, a one-step selection is preferable, but a two-step technique seems promising for dense worlds or even those in which objects are aligned. More investigation of the trade-off between the two techniques is warranted.
Another drawback of our virtual shopping cart is that we couldn't integrate the features necessary to carry multiple items at the same time. So, users can select only one item at a time and must put it on the table before retrieving something else. During design, we couldn't solve this problem or determine how to move items in and out of the virtual cart, so we decided to leave these questions unanswered for now. However, users found our shopping cart model intuitive; they claimed they immediately grasped the concept and could navigate freely around the supermarket.
A nice side effect of our two-person solution is that much fun real-life interaction occurs between two people colocated in front of the same screen, collaborating in the same virtual world and sharing the same experience. Although we didn't tackle the solution from a single-user perspective, a lone user could attach the toy gun to a belt and stow it when he or she wants to navigate the shopping cart. However, switching between the two tasks isn't efficient with our current solution because the user would have to manipulate an object after selecting it and before navigating, which might be confusing. With two users, these tasks are nicely divided among both people. O ur team, the Fighting Gobblers-a name that was given to Virginia Tech's athletic teams prior to 1958, designed and implemented our solution using accessible hardware to provide a complete 3DUI comparable to complex VR systems.
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Overall Description
Although researchers have designed many useful, usable 3DUIs for their research labs, the hardware to enable interaction techniques for these can be expensive and inaccessible. 1 However, in recent years, novel spatial input devices have become available in video game systems such as the Nintendo Wii. These low-cost controllers offer new possibilities for designing more accessible 3DUIs, but they lack specialized hardware's precision and technological advancements. 1 With that in mind, our main motivation for using commodity hardware was to explore the feasibility of creating a complete, general-purpose 3DUI from these consumer-level devices. We also wanted to determine how established 3D interaction techniques must change to accommodate such input devices and maintain overall usability.
We used six devices to implement our interface (see Figure 5 ): ■ The Wii Remote provides a three-axis accelerometer for motion and orientation tracking, in addition to a variety of buttons.
■ The Wii Sensor Bar offers infrared (IR) tracking for pointing when paired with the Wii Remote.
■ The Wii MotionPlus adds a 3D rotational sensor to the Wii Remote for more precise orientation tracking.
■ The Nunchuk includes accelerometers and a 2D analog joystick, plus two buttons.
■ The Wii Balance Board has four weight sensors that can be used to detect leaning.
■ The dance mat provides discrete buttons meant to be stepped on.
Although commercial Wii games often allow some form of 3D interaction using the devices we chose, the tasks are usually specialized for each game. For example, players control a tennis racket or a golf club through gestures using the Wii Remote, but these gestures aren't meaningful as general-purpose 3D interaction techniques. We wanted to use Wii input devices to build generic, context-insensitive 3D interactions for the universal tasks of travel, selection, and manipulation. 2 Supporting this sort of generic 3D interaction with the devices we chose is challenging because, unlike the 6-DOF tracking systems researchers typically use, these controllers provide limited interaction space and tracking. The limited interaction space constrained our possibilities for different interaction tasks. For example, we couldn't design a travel technique that required physical locomotion because the Balance Board and dance mat require users to stand on or near them.
The Wii Remote's IR (infrared) tracking system requires users to be within a certain range of the sensor bar and to be pointing in its general direction. The accelerometers, combined with 2D IR tracking, don't let us determine the position of the user or the hand, only where on the screen the user is pointing. These limitations make using standard ray-casting or virtual-hand techniques difficult. Furthermore, the accelerometers alone don't provide enough information about orientation, failing to offer absolute rotation values for the Nunchuk and the Wii Remote. Even though the MotionPlus provides better orientation information with its gyroscopic tracking, it still has significant drift issues. This relative tracking (instead of the absolute tracking in typical 6-DOF devices) makes using direct-manipulation techniques even more difficult.
Our Design Process
We began designing our solution as soon as the contest and the initial rules were announced. We met once a week until the week before the contest. In these meetings, we brainstormed about interaction metaphors and available devices. We also mapped the devices to each task (travel, selection, and manipulation). This brainstorming brought up many questions about the contest rules and restrictions and helped us better understand how the contest would work. By the time registration was open and the initial 3D model was released, we had several ideas laid out, giving us time to choose which ones to keep and which to throw away on the basis of the model and the tasks. It was during these first meetings that we decided to use commodity hardware.
After narrowing down our techniques and devices, we used the Python-based Vizard Virtual Reality Toolkit (www.worldviz.com/products/vizard/ index.html), which allows for rapid prototyping of VR applications. We wrote a dynamic linked library extension in C++, which integrated the WiiYourself (http://wiiyourself.gl.tter.org) library and allowed access to the Wii tracking data directly from Vizard. We then split our weekly meetings into two parts: new design ideas and refinements and prototype evaluation. When we had a working prototype that supported all tasks, we presented it to our research group once a month to assess its current state. This process helped us identify major usability issues and gave us insights into how to improve our techniques to solve those issues.
To overcome the input devices' limitations, we decomposed the interaction tasks (travel through the supermarket, object selection, and object placement) into simpler components.
Travel. We divided this task into three steps based on different DOFs that users must control: horizontal translation, vertical translation, and orientation. We made this choice to overcome our input devices' limited control space. speed control for fast travel. When one foot is on the Balance Board and one is on the dance mat, users travel at half speed. To travel at full speed, users step with both feet on the dance mat in the desired direction.
We used the Nunchuk's front buttons (C and Z) for vertical translation at a constant speed; this is a natural mapping because the buttons are on a vertical surface of the device. The combination of these techniques provides a balance of precision and control for the three translation DOFs.
We used the Nunchuk's 2D joystick to control viewpoint orientation (pitch and yaw). We didn't implement a control for viewpoint roll because it would add complexity and confusion without enhancing travel.
Object selection. Traditionally, 3D-object selection is a single-step action. However, in the supermarket model, selecting an item in one step would be difficult because the 3D model is intentionally cluttered, with a high degree of occlusion. Common 3D selection techniques such as Go-Go 4 or ray casting 5 won't work well in this environment because they require high precision from both the input device and the user to select a specific object. Because no selectable items are too small, users can still be precise if they travel close to the desired item, but that will add a long travel phase that we thought wasn't necessary.
So, to achieve rapid yet precise selection, we divided it into two steps: low-precision, multipleobject selection followed by refinement (see Figure  6 ). Unlike the three travel steps, which users can perform simultaneously, these steps must occur sequentially.
For rough selection, we used sphere casting, a modified version of ray casting based on the Wii Remote's IR tracking. This technique casts a sphere onto the nearest intersecting surface to determine which objects are selectable. The user must simply ensure that the desired object is in or touching the sphere so that he or she can select it from among the other objects in the next step. Selectable items are highlighted. To improve confidence that the desired object will be available, the sphere's radius increases the farther the user is from the nearest intersecting surface, thus increasing the overall number of objects available in the second step. For extreme cases, the user also can control the sphere's size by pressing the Wii Remote's + andbuttons. Users can perform this technique at any distance from the desired object, even when the object is invisible.
Clicking the front button (A) on the Wii Remote distributes all objects in or touching the sphere among four quadrants on the screen, which we call the quad menu. In this step, users refine the selection by repeatedly pointing anywhere in the quadrant containing the item they're looking for, each time reducing the number of objects per quadrant until only the desired object remains.
The maximum number of selections necessary is log4n, where n is the number of items in the sphere. Items in the quad menu rotate so that users can more easily distinguish the desired item. Once users select the item, they move it to an item inventory, which appears in the display's bottom right. In the 3DUI contest task, this inventory could be thought of as a shopping cart.
Manipulation. We divided this task into three steps: selecting an item from the inventory, setting its position, and setting its orientation. The first step is actually an instance of our selection technique's refinement step. The user points to the inventory to bring up a quad menu of all the items he or she previously selected.
The second step uses ray casting to position the selected object at the first intersecting point in the environment.
Finally, the user sets the object's orientation using a direct one-to-one mapping of the Wii Remote's orientation, which we achieve using the MotionPlus's rotational sensors. The object's position is automatically adjusted so that it maintains contact with the surface the user previously selected independently of its orientation. This avoids the possibility that part of the object penetrates the surface or that the object floats above the surface. Setting the object orientation is the most difficult task in our interface, owing to the drift in the MotionPlus sensors and the difficulty of holding the Wii Remote in certain orientations. Still, decomposing 6-DOF manipulation into three steps gives users moderately fine control of the object's position and orientation, even with our input devices' inherent limitations.
Other tools. Our interface included other tools that helped users complete the tasks. The inventory lets users carry more than one item at a time so that they don't need to go back to the table every time they find an item. This inventory is always visible on the screen's lower right. Also useful is the ability to display a screenshot in the screen's upper left, to let users see which objects they have to find. Finally, users can return to the starting position by pressing the Wii Remote's Home button.
Lessons Learned
The design process was valuable. We were able to improve our prototype design and implementation during our weekly meetings. Listing devices and metaphors helped us narrow down which ones were appropriate for the scenario and tasks. Moreover, informally evaluating the prototypes let us quickly determine how to improve the techniques and our application's overall design. For example, by adding background music and sound effects, we made searching for items more fun and engaging.
Dividing the tasks into subtasks let us use low-cost commodity devices to perform generalpurpose 3D interaction. Using multiple rapid, coarse-grained selections instead of a single precise selection made this interface well suited to cluttered environments and imprecise pointing devices. By splitting manipulation into position and orientation steps, our technique achieved the same expressiveness as 6-DOF manipulation techniques based on expensive, specialized hardware.
However, dividing the tasks could increase their complexity. During the live contest, our travel interface, in which different devices and actions controlled different DOFs simultaneously, had a steeper learning curve than our selection The quad menu lets users refine the previous selection. The combination provides rapid yet precise selection.
and manipulation techniques, which we broke down into sequential phases. In addition, some design choices limited our techniques' usability. For example, we designed our selection technique so that users could select objects on the basis of their shape and color. However, it isn't suitable for selecting objects on the basis of their spatial location or context because the quad-menu step provides no spatial or contextual information. Another minor limitation is that our manipulation technique lets users place objects only on surfaces, although this is a reasonable constraint for many applications. Perhaps our interface's most novel and successful aspect is its two-step selection. Our combination of sphere casting and the quad menu illuminates interesting trade-offs-primarily between speed and precision. If a selection task is difficult enough (owing to small or distant objects, occlusion, or poor tracking performance), then multiple actions requiring low precision could be faster than a single action requiring high precision. Traditional ray-casting selection would certainly perform better in environments with large objects and little occlusion. However, our selection technique's power lies in its ability to use imprecise (even careless) pointing behavior when selecting an object that's visually small or in a cluttered environment.
Another fair comparison is between cone casting and sphere casting. 5 The former technique projects a cone from the input device onto the environment; all objects falling inside the cone are eligible for selection. The latter reduces the selection volume and is more useful in environments containing objects laid out roughly on a plane. Had we used cone casting, users would have selected objects on shelves behind the intended object, and in much greater quantities because the cone's base area expands quadratically as it lengthens. This could result in a quad menu with an immense number of items, rendering them too small to distinguish.
Finally, quad-menu selection has some interesting characteristics. The growth in the number of clicks necessary to complete a selection increases logarithmically, with 64 items needing three clicks, 256 items requiring four clicks, and 1,024 items needing only five clicks. Of course, there's a practical limit on the number of items displayed in the quad menu, based on the display size and resolution. The desired items must also be visually distinct for this technique to work.
Certainly, our selection technique has room for improvement. For one thing, if only one item is in the sphere, the quad menu could be suppressed, and users could select an object with one click. We could also redesign the technique to account for spatial context, rather than object uniqueness. For example, instead of showing items in a quad menu, we could display the items in the sphere using different shades, keeping them in their spatial context.
Although our technique is promising, we must verify its effectiveness empirically. We're planning a formal evaluation to demonstrate our technique's actual benefits and to explore the speedprecision trade-off.
The 3DUI contest provided a great stimulus for our creativity, and we felt it pushed us to think outside the box. We were able to develop techniques that let users perform general-purpose 3D interaction with high levels of usability using consumer-level technologies. We look forward to future editions of the contest. W e're grateful for our community's participation in the first 3DUI Grand Prize contest. The solutions were interesting and innovative, and we believe we accomplished our goals. We congratulate the participants for their efforts and willingness to endure the difficulties of this first contest.
We'd like future installments to address several things. First, comparing solutions using only video is difficult; future organizers must come up with better ways to test solutions from a distance. A clearer set of metrics at the start will provide hints about expected solutions and facilitate evaluation. It might also help to have several categories, with different metrics to encourage different approaches. For example, some solutions were innovative and intuitive but were outperformed by simpler, PC-based solutions. As Steffi Beckhaus stated in a personal email, we generally would like to aim for a scenario in which we could "provide grounds for direct comparison studies with different measures." For example, we could evaluate how intuitive the solutions are to the users.
We also must find ways to better present and compare results from several contestants. The tables we provided earlier are an initial attempt to summarize results. However, we had to leave out too many details, such as differences in rendering quality, aids such as shopping carts and moving objects (see the video from team 8), interesting props (see the videos from teams 3 and 11), and vibration and audio feedback.
We also need to provide a better virtual model that tools can easily read and manipulate. In this regard, we found little support for interaction from the models we exported from commercial tools to VRML. Specifically, the exported versions didn't keep key elements for interactive 3D applications, such as shared geometries, object definitions, or transform hierarchies. This forced some teams to redo their original models or create their own files in other formats. In this regard, 3D creation tools can do a better job at keeping object information, identifiers, transformation hierarchies, and multiple references to a particular geometry. According to Beckhaus, other issues with the model were related to measurement units, the number of polygons the exporting tool generated, and the lack of texture optimization.
Finally, we need to balance task difficulty for different types of users. Novice users spent most of their time looking for objects; this difficulty disappeared once users familiarized themselves with the scenario. This issue clearly affects the average completion time. Contestants must also consider users' cognitive loads when designing the tasks, although this could also be part of the set of evaluation metrics and therefore part of the solution. 
